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Glossolalia is an unusual pattern of aberrant speech. A review 
of the current research data from the work in anthropology, 
sociology, linguistics, psychology, psycholinguistics, and 
psychoacoustics provide a new source of data for examining the 
phenomena of glossolalia. It is a modification of the conscious 
connection between inner speech and outer speech, that may serve 
various psychodynamic functions. The meaning and function of 
glossolalia is closely tied to sociocultural context. The historic 
theological debates concerning glossolalia. centered on etiology-
divine or devilish. Such debate is irrelevant. Glossolalia per se is 
not a spiritual phenomena, but it -may be a cansequence of deep 
and meaningful spiritual exercise.

The widespread re-occurence of the practice of glossolalia, or
speaking in tongues, in the United States in the past two decades
has  evoked  widespread  theological  debate  and  piqued  public
interest. A spate of books on the subject have appeared, but almost
all by theologians devoted to either "proving" or " disproving" the
spiritual  claims  of  glossolalists.6  ,  11,40  47,89,  92,95  Their



analysis of glossolalia is primarily confined to questions of biblical
exegesis  or  theological  interpretation.  What  behavioral  science
research  they  have  quoted  is  almost  entirely  the  few  studies
conducted  at  the  beginning  of  the  twentieth  century.  Thus,  the
nature of glossolalia has remained a topic of inconclusive debate.

Recently,  however,  glossolalia  has  attracted  the  interest  of  a
variety of behavioral scientists. Recourse to this new data affords
important information on the nature of glossolalia  which should
prove helpful in formulating a systematic scientific theory of this
phenomena,  as  well  as  providing  a  more  adequate  basis  for
theological evaluation of it.

This  paper  will  briefly  review  the  variety  of  experimental
studies which have been conducted on glossolalia, summarize our
own research data on glossolalia, present a theoretical framework
for the phenomena, and conclude with a commentary on possible
theological implications of this data.

I. History of Glossolalia in Western Religion:
The Christian tradition of tongue speaking antedates the New

Testament Apostles. Glossolalia had been practiced for many years
along with other ecstatic phenomena by the prophets of the ancient
religions of the Near East. Prophets and mystics of Assyria, Egypt,
and Greece reportedly spoke in foreign tongues during states of
ecstasy  and  uttered  unintelligible  phrases  said  to  be  revelations
from  the  gods.  The  Hebrew  prophets  appear  to  have  similarly
engaged in ecstatic states and practiced glossolalia.4.39.66 So the
practice was not unknown, in all probability, to the early Christian
Apostles."

In  common with  the  religious  scene  today,  there  was  ardent
disagreement  about  the  meaning  of  glossolalia  among the  early
Christians.  The  onlooking  crowd  at  the  Pentecost  experience
recorded in the Acts of the Apostles thought the group of disciples
drunk,  whereas  the  Apostle  Peter  asserted  that  they  had  been
speaking a new language. In subsequent debate during the next two
centuries  five  different  positions  on  glossolalia  were  taken  by
various Christians: 1) that the spirit of God was speaking through
the  person,  i.e.  God possession,  2)  that  the  devil  was  speaking



through the person, i.e. Demon possession, 3)that the person was
given the supernatural ability to speak in a natural language, 4) that
the  person  was  given  the  supernatural  ability  to  speak  in  a
supernaturural language, and 5) that the person was speaking in an
oracular or cryptic manner which was a particular manifestation of
a spiritual state.

Although  the  Apostle  Paul  warned  against  the  enthusiastic
excesses  of  first  century  glossolalists,  the  issue  remained
unresolved. But it came to a head over the practices and spiritual
claims of second century followers of Montanus. Church councils
then officially proscribed the practice of glossolalia. From then on
until  the 16th century glossolalia appeared sporadically, often in
association  with  episodes  of  trances,  hysterical  states,  and
automatisms. In his classic history, R. A. Knox describes all such
phenomena  as  types  of  "  ecstatic"  or  "enthusiastic"  behavior."
During  medieval  times  this  was  almost  invariably  taken  to  be
evidence of demon possession.

With the advent of the pietistic revivals of the 17th and 18th
centuries  a  new  interpretation  took  hold.  Dissatisfied  with  the
intellectual  rational  concepts  of  religion,  the  pietists  looked  for
direct human evidence for the existence and activity of God. Thus
seizures, trances, automatistic behavior, and glossolalia were now
taken  to  be  manifestations  of  possession  by  God.  Small  sects
sprang up which practiced a wide variety of such "enthusiastic"
behavior.  Huguenot  children  in  17th  century  France  prophesied
and  allegedly  spoke  in  foreign  dialects.  In  the  18th  century,
Quakers and Methodists practiced glossolalia, and the 19th century
saw the Irvingite movement in England.

In America, the "enthusiastic" movement spawned the Shakers.
Glossolalia was practiced by the early Mormons, and a variety of
indigenous sects  took up and perpetuated glossolalia  along with
other more dramatic activities such as snake handling, fire eating,
poison  swallowing,  and  faith  healing.  Around  1900  came  the
beginning  of  the  Pentecostal  movement  which  became  a  major
religious movement, and now is one of the most rapidly growing
religious groups in America. What has attracted interest in the past
ten  years  is  glossolalia  as  practiced  by  members  of  the  staid



mainline  denominations  like  the  Episcopalians,  Lutherans,  and
Presbyterians.

In reviewing these "enthusiastic"  groups one notes  a  lack of
uniformity  of  practice.  Some  sects  practiced  a  whole  gamut  of
trance states, automatisms, and hysterical symptornatology. While
other sects practiced only one specific form of "enthusiasm," such
as the quivering of the Shakers, or the glossolalia of the Irvingites.
Likewise,  glossolalia  may  be  associated  with  full  scale  trance
states  or  may  be  practiced  by  individuals  during  states  of  full
consciousness with no other manifest changes in mien or behavior.

In the United States today, glossolalia is practiced by over two
million people. Among the lower social classes, particularly in the
primitive remote regions of the South, glossolalia is only part of a
full  range of  snake handling,  convulsionary,  hysterical  behavior.
On the other hand, among urban middle and upper-class churches,
glossolalia is practiced as an isolated phenomenon by physicians,
college professors, captains of industry, even psychologists, who
sit in full composure and dignity while speaking in tongues!

II. Glossolalia in Non-Westem Societies:
Enthusiastic,  ecstatic,  mystic,  possession,  trance  and  other

kindred phenomena have long been oi interest to anthropologists.
Cross-cultural  reviews  of  ethnographic  data  on  glossolalia  in
particular have been published by L. C. May,65 Jennings,44 M.
Eliade,26 among others.10-11 12,33,68 The practice was known in
ancient India and China, and ethnographies describe glossolalia in
almost  every  area  of  the  world.  May  concludes:  "As  a  rule,
speaking-in-tongues and kindred phenomena are confined to those
areas  where  there  is  spirit  possession  and  where  inspirational
shamans hold forth. Glossolalia can be and often is the result of
spirit-induced  ecstasy  making  it  possible  for  the  inspirational
shaman to cure, exorcize, and prophesy ... speaking-in-tongues is
widespread and very ancient. Indeed, it is probable that as long as
man has had divination, curing, sorcery, and propitiation of spirits,
he has had glossolalia."

In  a  subsequent  re-analysis  of  the data,  anthropologist  Erika
Bourguignon10,11,12  notes  that,  as  with  Christian  glossolalia,



primitive societies practice glossolalia in a variety of forms and
ascribe  a  variety  of  meanings  to  it.  In  some  societies  it  is  a
concomitant  of  trance states,  in  other  it  is  an isolated  behavior.
Likewise,  it  is  variously  interpreted  as  a  possession  by  god  or
devil, the ability to speak in a foreign tongue, or the special gift of
a supernatural tongue.

Interestingly, in both Christian 'and non-Western religions there
is often an "interpreter" who volunteers from the audience to either
translate  the  message  into  human  language  or  verify  that  the
strange  tongue  is  actually  some foreign  language  known to  the
interpreter. This has been termed "erinenoglossia." Investigation of
the phenomenon has never verified the claim to speak in an actual
foreign language unknown to the glossolalist. The glossolalist may
use phonemes or fragments of a foreign language with which he
may have had forgotten contact. Or if the divine message is to be
interpreted, the "interpretation" has been found to actually provide
consensual  validation  for  a  specific  social  conflict  facing  the
group. For example, in the cargo cult movements the "interpreter"
tells the "unconverted" in the audience what the glossolalia of the
charismatic  leader  means.  The  interpretation  validates  the
"rightness"  of  the  cargo  cult  to  the  unbelieving  and  also
demonstrates that the strange language is something that one can
understand after "initiation. "107 In another study of an American
millenarian cult,  Festinger  et  a127 found that  the "audience" of
cultic believers interpreted spiritual messages according to pre-set
expectations of what they needed to hear in order to maintain their
"congnitive  coherence"  in  a  setting  where  reality  factors  were
stretching the  credibility  of  their  waiting for  the  soon-to-appear
coming of Christ.

Linguistic comparisons of glossolalia  and the "interpretation"
reveal that the interpretation is not a translation. For example, I
have often observed a brief glossolalic utterance translated into a
whole paragraph of English. Or I have heard the same glossolalic
phrases repeated by the same glossolalist in different services, but
each time the identical glossolalic utterances are given a different
translation.  As  noted  above,  the  observational  data  which  is
available strongly suggests that the testimonials to the fact that the



glossolalist  has  spoken  in  a  foreign  language  unknown to  him,
does not represent a linguistic problem, but rather a phenomena of
audience social psychology resulting in perceptual distortion.

There is no direct research on this aspect of glossolalia so far as
I  am  aware.  However,  the  now  classical  work  on  perceptual
process by men like Solomon Asch and Leon Festinger indicate the
crucial  influence  which  social  expectation  and  the  need  for
cognitive coherence play in the ordering and interpretation of our
perceptions.  Thus,  we  can  at  least  suggest  that  the  reports  of
audience  observers  "verifying"  the  foreign  language  of
glossolalists is not an indication of either malingering or pretense,
but an honest  report of  subjective  auditory perception,  which of
course may be quite different from the objective linguistic patterns
spoken.

This brief review of an extensive literature on both Christian
and non-Christian sources barely indicates the wealth of evidence
that  glossolalia  is  an  ancient  and  widespread  phenomena.  The
phenomena  of  glossolalia,  per  se,  has  appeared  in  a  variety  of
circumstances  and  has  been  ascribed  a  variety  of  meanings.
Although  the  social  meaning  of  the  phenomena  may  vary,  the
behavior itself is remarkable for its ubiquity. The "strangeness" of
tongues speaking thus can only be considered an artifact of cultural
lack of awareness, as Jennings" has well decribed.

III. Socio-Cultural Aspects of Glossolalia:
The  social  function,  and  concomitantly  the  psychological

significance,  of  glossolalia  appears  to  vary  with  the  particular
social movement of which glossolalia is a part. Several examples
will be given.

R. A. Knox50 recounts the occurrence of glossolalia in the 18th
and  19th  century  in  traditional  Christian  groups  where  the
experiential component of religious experience had been replaced
by a  chiefly  intellectual  religious practice.  In  this  circumstance,
-the glossolalia was a means to re-establish an experiential base for
religious  faith.  Concomitantly,  this  was  during  the  age  of  an
enlightenment when rationalistic criticism of Christian faith was in



vogue. Thus the glossolalia was a "proof" of the existence of God,
and a validation of the believer's faith.

In the cargo cults of Melanesia, the glossolalia likewise verifies
the charismatic leader's claim to authority.107 This seems to be a
major social function of glossolalia as practiced by many shamans
and priests as reported in many ethnographies.10,26,48,68

In  the  staid  main-line  churches  of  America,  the  function  of
glossolalia seems to fit more into a means of protest. It can also be
seen  as  a  recurrent  infusion  of  experiential  religion  into
denominations  that  have  become  mainly  intellectual
enterprises.69,78

By far  the  major  practice  of  glossolalia,  and all  enthusiastic
behavior, has been by the Pentecostal and Holiness groups. These
groups are characterized by their marginal socio-economic position
in society. As shown in a number of studies, the ecstatic behavior is
both an outlet for repressed conflicts,  and a means of justifying
one's  unique  position  in  society  as  a  possessor  of  truth  and
righteousness. 11,9,41,45,56

The last variant, is the function of glossolalia in middle-class
Pentecostal groups who do not occupy a marginal social position.
In this situation, Gerlach et al suggest that glossolalia functions as
a  "rite  de  passage"  -a  technique  of  recruitment,  a  method  of
organization, and a means of demonstration of effect of behavioral
change.33 Here, the function of glossolalia is not to serve personal
needs, or as mediating mechanism in relation to the larger society,
but as a mechanism for nurturance of the social movement itself.
17,33,75,101

IV. Personality and Psychopathology of the Glossolalist:
A major issue concerns the personality  of the glossolalist.  Is

glossolalia a symptom of psychopathology? Are certain personality
traits associated with glossolalia? The controversy was present in
the  early  Christian  church,  debated  throughout  subsequent
centuries, and remains relatively unresolved in most contemporary
discussions.  However,  after  reviewing  the  current  data,  I  shall
suggest that the contradictory claims and reports are an artifact of



confusion  between  populations  samples  and  socio-cultural
variables.

Knox50  has  pointed  out  that  the  18th  and  19th  century
occurrences of glossolalia were hailed by adherents as a sign of
spiritual  and emotional  strength  and health,  while  religious  and
non-religious skeptics alike interpreted the phenomena as a sign of
emotional instability or a manifestation of emotional illness.

In the early part of the 20th century several psychological and
psychiatric  studies  of  glossolalists  were  reported.  Psychological
studies by Cutten,91 Lombard,60 and Mosiman70 concluded that
glossolalists  were  probably  emotionally  unstable,  and  that
glossolalia was a regressive pathological experience.

Several  clinical  psychiatric  studies  were  also  published.63
Maeder64  reported  a  case  of  glossolalia  in  a  paranoid
schizophrenic, Schjelderup85 reported a case of tongue speaking in
a neurotic during psychoanalysis, and jean Bobon7 reported three
cases  occurring  during  the  course  of  psychosis.  These  reports
linked glossolalia to psychopathologic conflicts.

Other  early  reports  concerning  glossolalia  in  the  context  of
more normal  life  situations,  including a case reported by Oskar
Pfister,77 one by Theodore Fleur reported by Oskar Pfister,77 one
by Theodore Flourney, 30 and a discussion by Le Baron.19 Carl
Jung46  vasion  into  consciousness  of  contents  from the  deepest
levels of the collective unconscious as a positive preparation for
integration of personality.

In our contemporary era the clinical reports have been based on
larger and more diverse samples. In their respective books, William
Sargant84 and Jerome Frank32 allude to glossolalia as a form of
regressive  abreactive  behavior.  Weston  LaBarre54  reported  an
extensive  case  history  of  southern  snake-handlers  who  also
practiced glossolalia.  He concluded that  these were examples of
externalization of characterological conflict.

A series of more systematic reports have tended to support the
view  that  glossolalia  is  a  reflection  of  personality  instability.
Wood106 administered Rorschach protocols to a group of southern
Pentecostals  and  concluded  that  they  had  unstable  personality
structures.  Lapsley  and  Simpson,51  on  the  basis  of  interviews,



concluded that glossolalia was a dissociative reaction occurring in
persons  with  truncated  personality  development.  Finch2l
comments on a case of glossolalia in a psychotic reaction. Klaus
Thomas,96 in Berlin, found that all the glossolalists he saw in the
suicide  prevention  clinic  were  either  pre-schizoprenic  or  had
experienced psychotic episodes.

In  South  Africa,  Vivier98  extensively  examined  glossolalists
and a comparable group of controls. He found more histories of
developmental conflict and life disturbances among glossolalists.
Yet he concluded that personality-wise the glossolalists were not
significantly  different  from  the  control  group.  Comparable
conclusions were reached by Ki1dahl and Qualben49 in a study in
Brooklyn.

Closer attention to sample biases was made by Paul Morentz,69
a  psychiatrist  in  Berkeley.  He  noted  that  glossolalia  tends  to
assume a different meaning in Pentecostal churches where it is part
of the expected religious ritual,  in comparison to its appearance
among  staid  main-line  churches  where  it  is  usually  considered
deviant  behavior.  Based  on  his  interviews  of  60  such  latter
glossolalists, Morentz found six dominant personality patterns: 1)
hostility  to  authority,  2)  the wish to  compensate  for  feelings of
inadequacy, 3) the wish to rationalize feelings of isolation, 4) the
wish  to  dominate,  5)  strong  feelings  of  dependency  and
suggestibility, and 6) wish for certainty.

The two most careful and sophisticated studies yet conducted
have  failed  to  support  the  prior  emphasis  on  psychopathology.
Stanley Plog'8 in Los Angeles, on the basis of an extensive battery
of tests has not found any typical personality patterns nor found a
higher  than  expected  rate  of  psychopathology.  Gerlach  and  his
associates,33  in  Minnesota,  on  the  basis  of  several  population
samples  find  no  evidence  of  unusual  psychopathology  among
Pentecostal adherents. They conclude: "Most Pentecostals appear
to  be  normally  successful  members  of  their  families  and
communities . . . family relationships are more harmonious than
normal in our society when all family members have had the full
Pentecostal  experience  .  .  .  most  Pentecostals,  though  they  are
different  in  some  behaviors  are  not  'sick'  .  .  .  they  function



effectively  and  cope  adequately.  However,  this  does  vary
somewhat  from  group  to  group,  and  we  are  investigating  the
possibility that some groups or churches do attract more 'troubled'
individuals  than others.  It  is  possible that  some groups in  more
depressed areas attract more deprived persons, or more aged lonely
persons . .  .  it is possible that some churches stimulate in some
personality types behavior which is maladaptive."

Sherrill"  has  noted  that  many  glossolalists  in  the  neo-
pentecostal  movement  are  well-adjusted  individuals  who  are
looking for  an  expansion of  their  life  activities,  while  Sadler82
criticized  the  psychiatric  inferences  of  psychopathology  in  the
Episcopalian Commission report on glossolalia by noting: "it is not
necessarily dealing with the neurotic mind, but perhaps also with
the creative, the positive aspect of the unconscious, the source of
our artistic creativity."

To  the  reports  cited  above,  I  shall  add  my  own  rather
unsystematic, but extensive observations over a 20 year period. In
brief, my observations lead me to conclude that rather than being
contradictory, the various types of reports and evidence cited above
indicate that glossolalia is psychological phenomenon which bears
no necessarily linear relationship with personality variables.

In common with the descriptions of Frank,32 Sargant,114 La
Barre  '54 Schwarz,86 and KnoX,50 I  have  observed glossolalia
occurring  as  only  one  of  many  expressions  of  "ecstatic,"
"enthusiastic," and similar "regressive" behavior including snake-
handling, dancing fits, hysterical convulsions, faith bealings, etc. I
have typically observed these as group phenomena in lower and
lowermiddle class persons in both urban and rural areas. In many
of these cases I would classify the behavior as frankly dissociative
or hysterical  episodes of  a clinically  neurotic  nature.  In  clinical
terms  I  found  that  most  of  these  people  demonstrated  overt
psychopathology of a sociopathic, hysterical, or hypochondriacal
nature.  On  the  other  hand,  I  have  extensively  interviewed
middleclass  and  upper-class  glossolalists  who  demonstrated  no
psychopathology.  They  were  well  integrated,  highly  functional
individuals who were clinically  "normal." y observations should
not be construed as meaning that psychopathology is necessarily



associated with social  class.  Rather,  these class  differences may
reflect  the  personalities  attracted  to  churches  of  that  social
strata . . . the same suggestion Gerlach et al make, and consonant
with  Morentz'  observations.  Indeed,  I  have  found  severe
psychopathology among upper-class glossolalists and very normal
lower-class glossolalists.  I  have also seen at least three cases of
glossolalia in overt schizophrenic psychoses.

In taking all these observations into account, it would seem that
glossolalia  can  be  produced  experimentally,  as  a  by-product  of
psychotic  disorganization,  as  a  mechanism  of  expression  of
neurotic  conflict,  or  as  a  normal  expectation and behavior  of  a
normal  population.  Thus,  the  phenomenon of  glossolalia  per  se
cannot be interpreted necessarily as either deviant or pathological,
for its meaning is determined and must be interpreted in tenns of
the socio-cultural context.

This problem in relation to glossolalia is but one variant of a
more general problem of interpreting ecstatic and possession states
of  behavior.20,24,41  This  has  been  widely  discussed  by
anthropologists  in  terms  of  the  cultural  definition  of  normal
behavior.  A  team  of  anthropologists  and  psychiatrists  have
addressed themselves  to  this  problem of  differentiating between
psychopathological  states  and  culture-bound  behavior,  which  is
pertinent to the glossolalist.11 They begin with Hallowell's concept
of  the  "culturally  constituted  universe"  of  the  subject:  "If  this
universe,  as  perceived  by  the  subject,  includes  spirits  that  may
possess human beings under certain circumstances, the 'knowledge'
of this possibility informs the subject's behavior, although a certain
latitude  may  be  available  to  him  in  his  manipulation  of  the
background material. On the other hand, this knowledge and the
attendant expectations are shared by a group, and the behavior of
the subject will be recognized by the group as exemplifying the
traditional  'knowledge'  concerning  the  'culturally  constituted
universe' which is available to the members of the group, as it is to
the  subject.  Their  reactions,  then,  will  provide  support,  awe,
admiration,  therapeutic  measures,  restitution,  etc.,  whatever  the
cultural context provides for the behavior in question. It becomes
'possession' only when his cultural milieu contains the concept of



possession, when his friends and relatives, seeing him act in this
way,  'recognize'  him  to  be  possessed  by  the  spirit  or  entity  in
question.  The  fact  that  he  himself  knows,  and  has  previously
known,  that  people  may  be  so  possessed  is  of  importance  in
understanding  how he  has  acquired  his  'delusion'  and  how this
belief  by  him and  by  the  members  of  his  significant  reference
groups encourage him to engage in this behavior. Where this belief
system is not shared, where there is no belief in possession, the
delusional content will still be derived from cultural sources, but
group support for the delusion is lacking, and we are dealing with
personal  pathology.  Here  the  delusion  of  being  someone  else
represents a pathological view of the self; in cultural groups where
the theory of spirit possession is a shared ideology, the 'delusion' is
shared and we deal with culture,  with religion and not personal
pathology  .  .  .  it  is,  therefore,  of  considerable  importance  for
psychiatry to be aware of the many diverse culturally constituted
universes and not to restrict its understanding merely to its own
culture-bound world."

To  draw  the  inference  from  the  above,  when  glossolalia  is
practiced as part of the expected ritual, we would not expect to find
psychopathology, whereas in situations where glossolalia is not a
cultural  expectation,  or  the  group  is  already  part  of  a  deviant
subculture  we  would  expect  to  find  a  correlation  between
glossolalia and psychopathology.

One  final  aspect  of  this  problem  merits  comment.  Many
adherents of the glossolalia movement assert that the experience
has  made  a  change  in  the  lives,  has  improved  their  style  and
quality  of  personality  and life.  Clinicians  have  been hesitant  to
accept such testimonials. Yet a careful study of non-pathological
mystical  experiences,  such  as  in  the  work  of  Deikman2l,22
Ludwig,61,62  Underhill,97  Sedman,17  and  Salzman83  have
illustrated that  mystical  experience,  often in  a religious context,
can be an integrative emotional experience that results in an altered
life style with subsequent improvement in life adaptation.

In this vein, Gerlach and his anthropology teaM33 comment:
"There  are  many  indications  that  the  religious  experiences
involved in Pentecostalism increase the willingness to take risks,



and  to  accept  technological  innovations.  The  conversion
experience  is  a  dividing  line  between  Before  and  After.  The
experience  of  breaking  with  old  religious  patterns  has  been
identified  by many informants  with  a  willingness to  break with
kinship, social, and economic patterns as well. To the degree that
Pentecostalism increases self confidence, inspires people to work
and save, to cooperate, to take risks and accept innovation and to
break with old patterns, then it is indeed a religious motivation for
socio-cultural change and economic development."

V. Psycholinguistic Aspects of Glossolalia:
With  the  survey  of  anthropological,  psychological  and

socialogical data as background, I shall turn to our studies on the
psycholinguistic  nature  of  glossolalia.  These  studies  were
conducted on a  small  number  of  volunteers,  whose  speech was
recorded  both  in  normal  conversation  and  during  glossolalic
speech.  In addition,  we conducted extensive interviews with the
subjects to assay their personality structure and to investigate the
personal  meanings  and  function  of  glossolalia  in  terms  of
personality  function.  Our  concern  in  these  studies  was  to
understand the mechanism by which glossolaha is produced and
relation of glossolalia to intra-psychic structure and function.

5A Structural Linguistics of Glossolalia:
The ethnographic  accounts  noted above have  generally  been

observational and not included linguistic data. However, a number
of  linguistic  studies  on  American  English-speaking  glossolalists
have recently been done. 13.14,71,72,102,105

These  reports  vary  somewhat  in  their  specific  technical
conclusions, but in general there is consistency in the conclusions.
The differences seem to stem from the fact that glossolalic speech
varies  in  the  degree  of  organization.  Some  glossolalia  is  very
poorly organized and consists of little more than grunts and barely
formed  sounds,  while  other  glossolalia  is  highly  organized  into
systematic series of phenomes. Several linguistic studies, including
our own, suggest that glossolalists develop their glossolalic speech
from ill-formed structure to "Practiced" and "polisheX' glossolalic



speech. Thus the linguistic qualities of the glossolalia depends to
some extent on the stage of development of glossolalia.

The  following  seem  to  be  reasonable  conclusions  from  the
linguistic studies. Glossolalia, in at least English-speaking subjects,
is composed of the basic speech elements of English. The major
difference consisting of lack of organization of the basic phenomes
into the syntactical elements necessary for intelligible speech. The
para-linguistic  elements  of  speech,  pauses,  breaths,  intonations,
etc. are markedly reduced and modified. Thus glossolalic speech
tends to resemble the early speech qualities of young children prior
to  the  organization  of  all  the  variables  associated  with  adult
language.  Further,  there  is  a  reduction  in  the  distribution  of
phenomes,  i.e.  a  limited  phonemic  catalogue  is  utilized  by  the
glossolalists.  The  conclusions  of  the  linguists  cited  is  that
glossolalia presents the characteristics of partially formed language
without the formal characteristics of language.

Indeed, many of the qualities of glossolalic speech are those
found  in  the  speech  of  young  children,  which  George
DevereauX25  has  outlined.  A  comparison  of  his  outline  of
children's speech and glossolalic speech is striking. On this basis,
one may suggest that glossolalic speech appears to be a regression
to  an  early  mode  of  speech  in  which  vocalization  is  used  for
purposes other  than just  the communication of  rational  thought.
This  hypothesis  receives  further  support  from  other  data  to  be
cited.

Another line of investigation has focused on the replication of 
glossolalia under experimental rather than religious contexts.

Al  Carlson,14  at  the  University  of  California,  recorded  two
types  of  glossolalia,  one  type  was  recorded  from  glossolalists
during  spiritual  exercises,  and  the  other  type  was  recorded  by
volunteers  who were  asked to  spontaneously  speak in  unknown
language  without  having  ever  heard  glossolalia.  These  speech
samples  were  then  rated  by  glossolalists.  The  two  types  of
glossolalia  were  not  distinguished  from each  other.  In  fact,  the
"contrived" glossolalia received better ratings as "good glossolalia"
than the actual glossolalia.



Werner Cohn,16 at  the  University  of  British Columbia,  took
naive students to Pentecostal churches to hear glossolalia and then
asked the students to speak in glossolalia in the laboratory. They
were able to successfully do so. Their recordings were then played
to  glossolalists  who  described  the  glossolalia  as  beautiful
examples.

In sum, the structural linguistic data suggest that glossolalia has
specific linguistic structure based on the language tongue of the
speaker,  that  the  linguistic  organization  is  limited,  and  that  the
capacity to speak in this type of semi-organized language can be
replicated  under  experimental  conditions.  Thus,  glossolalia  does
not  appear  to  be  a  "strange  language,"  but  rather  the  aborted
formation of familiar language.

5B. Glossolalia as a Speech Form:
Glossolalia as a speech phenomenon can be classed with other

disordered patterns of language and/or speech, the final production
being vocalizations in the forms of words or segments of words
which have no denotative or referential sense. T. H. Spoerri9l has
described this speech as "unsemantical conglomerations of sounds"
and  "as  sound  externalized  without  sense  which  sometimes
produces  the  impression  of  coherent  speech."  The  terms
"unintelligible,"  "meaningless,"  and  "jibberish"  have  also  been
applied to the entities representing this type of speech. The entities
resembling glossolalia are jargon aphasia, the schizophasia of the
mental patient, the speech of the sleep talker and the neologistic
stage of speech development in children.34,37,55

Although  glossolalia  may  resemble  jargon  aphasia,  the
resemblance is in the final speech production alone, since there is
no evidence that the glossolalist has an organic lesion in the brain.
Similarly,  the  final  vocal  productions  of  schizophasia  may
resemble glossolalia, but as Spoerri has pointed out and as we have
observed, the schizophrenic involuntarily produces his utterances,
which  have  no  purpose  and  stem from the  disorder  of  thought
processes.  The  glossolalist,  however,  actually  constructs  and
creates his speech system with purpose and planning and can use
his tongue voluntarily  when he wishes.  14.77.91,105 He is also



aware that his utterances do not communicate meaning to others.
The sleep talker often alternates meaningful utterances with words
which  cannot  be  recognized.81  Similar  alternation  occurs  in
glossolalia.105 Lastly, glossolalia, as noted previously, has many
characteristics of that stage in the develop ment of speech when the
child  produces  disorganized  patterns  of  speech  sounds  i.e.
nonsense words, which may be repeated over and over without any
attempt to communicate.

The  similarities  of  these  various  aberrant  speech  forms  are
superficial linguistic ones. For example, a neologism can be the
product  of  brain  damage,  schizophrenic  thought  disorder,  the
undeveloped state of childhood language, a slip of the tongue in
ordinary  conversation,  or  the  cleverly  devised  product  of  witty
repartee.  The  significance  of  the  neologism,  then,  cannot  be
determined solely by its linguistic characteristics.

As a linguistic phenomena, glossolalia seems to fit well in the
stage of early language development. But that does not help much
in understanding, for other adult language forms also employ this
early phase type language. Examples include, jazz "scat" singing,
onomatapoetic phrases, and indeed much of verbal "conversation"
which  is  filled  with  much  material  that  is  communicative  but
would  be  meaningless  jargon  if  reduced  to  structural  linguistic
analysis.73 

5C. Psycholinguistic Aspects of Glossolalia:
A number of methods are available for analyzing nondenotative

or  "meaningless"  speech  such  as  glossolalia  to  determine  its
relationship  to  natural  language  systems  and  to  discover  the
meaning it might have for the individual. These methods have been
derived from a variety of psychological, linguistic, paralinguistic, d
acoustical approaches to language and speech.

Historically,  the  first  approach  to  meaning  used  methods
derived from analytical psychiatry and psychology. Pfister,77 the
Swiss  psychoanalyst,  published a  paper  in  the  early  part  of  the
century on a few subjects who spoke in glossolalia. He attempted
to explain the phenomenon through a psychological analysis of the
patient. A 24-year-old male subject was analyzed in the following



manner. Pfister had the subject utter a spontaneous speech which
he wrote down. Then Pfister read it aloud and, at each individual
word,  encouraged free association on the part  of  the  patient  by
asking: What comes to your mind in this connection? The final
result  in  each  instance  was  a  connected  speech  dealing  with
childhood experiences and unfilled wishes. Standing behind each
of the neologisms to which he had had the subjects free associate,
Pfister  found  "painful  thoughts  which  revived  analogous
experiences-for the most part infantile-repressed by consciousness
but now brought forth in disguised form." Pfister was convinced
that  what  to  the  outside  sounded  like  nonsense  words  had
considerable  meaning  to  the  individuals  producing  the  words.
Weinstein'" has found similar meaning in the jargon of aphasics
with brain injuries. The word association technique to neologisms
or nonsense words has been used in recent years by I. Iritanti,42
outside the psychoanalytic context, to determine the physiognomic,
or expressive features of "words" which do not have a referential
or  denotative  sense.  When a  number  of  different  subjects  were
asked to associate meaning to a number of nonsense words they
frequently  associated  the  same or  similar  referent  to  the sound.
Further,  many  of  the  nonsense  words  evoked  an  overwhelming
consensus when the subjects were asked to choose between two
polar referents for the sound.104

A second approach to  glossolalia  is  linguistic,  following the
stratificational model of language and speech postulated by Lamb
and Gleason in 1964.57 They postulate that language is a system
which  relates  meaning  to  sound  through  a  series  of  codes,  i.e.,
language  encodes  messages  into  speech  sounds.  The  encoding
process thus begins with an analytical operation, i.e., selecting the
information  stored  in  the  cortical  centers  which  are  needed  to
respond and then synthesizing the information according to various
subcodes into a language context which can then be projected as
speech. There are four subcodes in the development of language.
The first, the interface between experience and language, involves
the sememic code. At this level, the meaning which stands behind
words is first integrated and synthesized. At the second level, the
meaning  or  the  idea  which  is  to  be  conveyed  is  organized



according to grammatical rules through the  lexemic  code. At the
third level, the lexemic code is organized into smaller units such as
words through the morphemic code. Finally, in the fourth stage, the
morphemic  code  is  organized  into  the  matrix  of  the  actual
phonemes or  basis  linguistic  units  of  language,  i.e.,  in  English,
vowels and consonants.  This is the  phonemic  code. Each of the
above subcodes is a set of rules which specify how units of the
stratum above are to be encoded into the units of the one below.

Wolfram105 and Nida,72 for example, have studied the various
subcodes of glossolalia.  Studies on the phonemic strata  indicate
that  the  phonemes  of  the  glossolalic  utterance  are  closely
associated with the language background of the speaker and that
one  would  expect  more  diversity  in  the  phonemic  structure  if
different  language  systems were  represented.  Further,  they  have
found a higher frequency of vowels, especially the vowel "a" than
is expected in standard English. However, the mean for the number
of consonants, vowels, and diphthongs is significantly lower than
the  total  number  of  phonemes  occurring  in  general  American
English,  indicating  a  restricted  phonemic  code  in  glossolalia.
Bernstein 5 and others, in their investigation of restricted language
code,  has  postulated  that  the  "restricted"  code  conveys  less
information, is often used in ritualistic modes of communication,
that  it  often tends to be impersonal in that  it  is  not particularly
prepared  to  fit  a  specific  referent,  and  that  the  nonverbal
component  will  be  the  major  source  for  indicating  changes  in
meaning.  As  will  be  seen  later,  these  are  all  characteristics  of
glossolalia.  The  use  of  certain  phonemes,  e.g.,  vowels,  to  the
exclusion  of  others  and  the  way  phonemes  are  organized  in
sequence, has been studied. Irwin43 has found that during the first
two months of life, 80% of an infant's vocalizations are vowels.
However, at 30 months only 50% are vowels. Wepman,103 using
similar linguistic studies of the development of speech in children
has  postulated  that  each  stage  of  development  in  childhood  is
mirrored in the various types of aphasia. He has hypothesized that
for the adult, aphasia may be a regressive linguistic phenomenon.
Similar  psychodynamic  interpretations  of  linguistic  findings  in
subjects  with  articulation  disorders  of  phonemes  have  been



published by Rousey and Moriarty who feel that vowels transmit
information about how certain drives (sexual and aggressive) are
handled while consonants are considered to transmit the nature and
quality  of  defensive  behavior  which  the  individual  utilizes  in
establishing relationships.

Study of the morphemic stratum of glossolalia reveals that the
phonemes are combined in primarily "open" syllables, i.e. that they
begin and end with vowels. This characteristic is most prevalent in
early speech development. Nida points out that there are frequently
recurring groups of two or three syllables which appear to have the
characteristics  of  words,  but  are  not  words  since  they  do  not
convey  meaning.  These  are  11  pseudo-morphemes."  On  the
lexemic  stratum  there  is  apparently  only  a  minimum  of
organization  in  glossolalia.  Glossolalia,  then,  according  to  the
linguists is organized in the phonemic and pseudomorphemic strata
but to a limited extent on the lexemic stratum. There is, however,
no structure on the sememic or semantic stratum, and it is this void
that keeps glossolalia from being a natural language.

A third approach to "meaningless" speech involves the analysis
of the speech process,  a  type of paralinguistic  study devised by
Freida Goldman-Eisler.3' She has found that pauses in spontaneous
speech are related to the information content of subsequent words.
She  feels  that  pausing  is  associated  with  verbal  planning  and
selection, whereas continuous and rapid vocalization would be the
result of practice and occur in the use of well-learned sequences of
words. She has also shown that breath rate while speaking reflects
the degree of excitation of the speaker-a high breath rate indicating
excited states and low breath rate states of inhibition and control. A
cursory  examination  of  the  ,.speech  processes"  of  five  of  our
subjects reveal two categories of glossolalia. The first category is
"playful" glossolalia, characterized by rapid, fluent speech devoid
of hesitation pauses and with  an increase  of  breath  rate  and an
increased  syllable  output  per  breath.  The  fast,  fluent  speech  is
indicative  of  habitual,  well-learned  sequences  of  speech  which
require  little  verbal  planning  or  encoding,  i.e.,  little  cortical
control.  The  high  breath  rate  indicates  a  state  of  emotional



excitement. The high syllable output per breath would indicate a
sing-song or monotonous form of vocalization.

The second type of glossolalia may be classified as serious." 
This type is characterized by a slower rate of speech with 
numerous hesitation pauses, a lower breath rate and a reduced 
number of syllables per breath. Using the Goldman-Eisler 
concepts, the presence of hesitation pauses would indicate some 
degree of encoding (probably encoding of intonational features to 
the phoneme clusters). The lower breath rate and the reduced 
number of syllables per breath would suggest more dramatic or 
expressive vocalization.

Still  another  approach  to  glossolalia,  psychoacoustic  studies,
suggest  that the suprasegmental or prosodic elements of speech,
sometime labeled as intonation, may be helpful in telling us about
the  individual  producing  the  utterance.  Speech  contains  factual
information  in  linguistic  segments,  but  it  also  contains  in  its
acoustic parameters considerable information about the individual
speaker as well as what the individual wishes to convey about what
he is speaking." Starkweather93,94 has taken recordings of speech
and filtered them to remove verbal content. When this was done
subjects could still relate the sounds they heard to the personality
of the speaker and his emotional state. In similar studies, Kramer5l
has found that "a person's tone of voice, or manner of speaking,
reveals  aspects  of  both  his  relatively  stable  personality
characteristics  and his  more transitory  emotional  states."  Recent
studieS23 indicate that the sounds we label as vowels are more apt
to  carry  the  intonational  qualities  of  the  voice  than consonants.
Some  investigatorS13  believe  that  the  intonational  features
carrying  the  speaker's  emotional  attitude  are  encoded  in  the
phonemic  sequence  which  convey  the  denotative  aspects  of
speech. These intonational features have been aptly labeled as the
audiointegument  of  the  phonemic  clusters  of  words.91  The
acoustic  parameters  which make up the  audiointegument  of  the
prosodic features of speech are: 1) acoustic phonetic duration, 2)
average  fundamental  voice  frequency,  and  3)  average  speech
power.16 The sound spectrograph is a device which can display
and  quantitate  these  variables  in  the  "voice  print"  which  it



produces. In normal speech spectrographs one sees a rather clear
demarcation between each of the vowel structures (formants) and
between  vowel  formants  and  consonantal  "noise."  In  the
glossolalic  speech  spectrographs,  formants,  noises,  and  brief
separations are present, but the rapid rate of speech almost makes
them  indistinguishable.  In  the  spectrographs  of  "serious"
glossolalia the voice print approximates normal speech. This may
indicate  that  the individual  producing this  type of  glossolalia  is
attempting to actually communicate something to the listener.

Since glossolalia is a nondenotative speech phenomenon, it is
likely  that  a  study  of  its  prosodic  features  with  the  sound
spectrogram  might  lead  to  some  useful  information  about  the
specific  emotional  state  of  the  speaker  while  engaged  in  his
"tongue."  It  is  already  known  from  linguistic  studies  that
glossolalia  usually  contains  a  preponderance  of  vowels  when
compared to natural English. Acoustic studies of intonation have
revealed that vowels carry the tonal or emotional integument to a
greater extent than do consonants. Fonagy16 believes that speech
sounds  are  preconsciously  and  purposefully  autoregulated,  i.e.,
selected to adapt to actual circumstances such as distance of noise
level.  Our  tapes  revealed  just  such  an  autoregulation  in  speech
sounds  as  the  speaker  converted  from  natural  English  to
glossolalia. In each of the tapes the individual's glossolalic speech
was  considerably  softer  and  quieter  than  the  normal  conver
sational speech which had just preceded it. None-the- less, it was
still easily heard. It may be that the switching to a type of speech
which contains more sonorous elements, such as vowels, requires
less volume or loudness since the sonorous elements are known to
be  more  resistant  to  noise  and  are  not  so  easily  absorbed  by
growing distance. There is also a change in style of expression as
well  as  a  difference  in  intonational  patterns  when  the  subjects
change to glossolalic speech. Sonographic analysis may be helpful
in defining and decribing more precisely the changes that occur.
Work is presently under-way to correlate acoustic variables with
specific emotional states, The study of glossolalia awaits further
development in this area.



5D. The Stages of Glossolalia: 
Our study of five glossolalic speakers parallel the findings of

Walter Wolfram'01 that development of glossolalia can be divided
into two stages. The early process of acquisition of glossolalia may
be labeled as the initiatory stage. The stage of individuation and
eventual stereotopy of the utterances is the "habitual" stage.

Initially,  the  individual  who pursues  glossolalia  has  attended
religious  or  quasi-religious  meetings  where  the  utterances  are
heard for the first  time.  There is  evidence to suggest that if  the
individual wishes glossolaia for himself, he sets about to learn how
to reproduce it. In some settings, the religious leaders may actually
provide  a  few  sample  utterances  asking  the  initiate  to  repeat
segments  of  glossolalia  after  them.  In  some  instances,  the
counselor will suggest that the initiate imagine "foreign words" and
try to speak them. In other instances, a charismatic leader speaks in
tongues and an impressionistic initiate may attempt to follow the
leader whispering or talking to himself.

Glossolalic  utterances which are heard are stored in memory
until the decision is made to speak in tongues. The stored memory
fragments  may  be  brought  into  awareness  and  may  even  be
practiced,  i.e.,  recited  over  and  over  again  to  oneself  until  an
acceptable form of glossolalia is mastered. With its mastering, 11
spontaneous"  glossolalic  utterances  may  be  externalized  for  the
first time. The glossolalic utterances may first be spoken under a
variety  of  affective  and  emotional  states.  When  spoken,  the
glossolalia may be similar to that of the group where it was learned
or similar to the glossolalic leader who taught it.  As the initiate
speaks  glossolalia  on  more  and  more  occasions,  the  speech
becomes more  individualized until  eventually  the  utterances  are
expressive  of  the  personality  and behavior  of  the speaker.  With
repeated  use  of  "tongues"  the  speech  becomes  automatic  and
habitual.

5E. Playful and Serious Glossolalia:
The  habitual  glossolalic  utterances  we  have  studied  contain

numerous aliterations, reduplications, and repetitions of the various
vocal  segments.  These  are  all  characteristics  of  "expressive



speech". This expressive quality of glossolalia is described by T. H.
Spoerri9l as "kuntsprachen" or "art speech." He points out that in
our  literary  world  there  are  many  examples  of  neologisms  or
private words which are used in various art forms. Most frequently
they are used in poetry and prose as devices to express a feeling or
a mood which cannot be expressed by common vocabulary words.
One has only to look at the poetic works of James Joyce, T. W.
Eliot,  Theodore  Roethke,  Ogden  Nash,  etc.,  to  see  this
phenomenon.  In  a  sense,  we  have  all  experienced  this  sort  of
verbal  behavior  when  we  use  curse  or  slang  words  rather  than
common  everyday  words,  because  the  latter  are  insufficient  to
express our feelings or emotions. Several of our subjects reported
that one of their favorite pastimes was creating new words for their
glossolalic  vocabulary.  It  is  in  this  way  that  glossolalic  speech
begins to gradually differ from the initial vocalizations and become
more unique and representative of the individual and his style of
expression.

Although all glossolalia may be described as expressive, there
are  various  categories  or  levels  of  expression  from  the  more
playful to the more serious. Bobon7 points out that the adult, under
the  cover  of  various  motives  produces  glossolalia  or  private
tongues as an activity of play. This "playful" quality was observed
in  several  of  our  subjects-one  giggling  and  laughing  while
speaking in her tongue, the other clowning with arms outstretched
in a cbrist-like fashion. In both of these samples of glossolalia, the
individuals seemed absorbed in their own utterances and seemed to
be taking some delight from listening to  themselves.  McDonald
Critchley  and  others  have  observed  this  phenomenon  in  other
circumstances  and  feels  that  individuals  can  receive  aesthetic
delight in their own vocalizations, i.e., that they enjoy words for
their  own sake,  listening to  the  shape,  color  and sounds  of  the
words  produced.15,51  The  "playful"  category  of  glossolalia  is
produced  volitionally.  It  is  characterized  by  rapid,  fluent
vocalizations  of  utterances,  devoid  of  hesitation  pauses  and
rendered in a monotonous or sing-song style. The breathing rate is
regular and the individual usually appears relaxed and at ease.



At the other end of the continuum is the "serious" catagory of
glossolalia. Here, the intonation pattern imposed on the automatic
speech  appears  to  reflect  the  strong  emotional  feelings  of  the
subject.  Often  there  are  feelings  toward  others  present.  One
subject,  whose  glossolalic  speech  became  pleading  and  quite
serious,  made  it  clear  that  she  was  simultaneously  wishing  to
herself that the interviewer might accept glossolalia for himself. In
another  case  the  subject  reported  using  her  tongue  while
simultaneously  thinking  about  a  very  personal  and  troubling
problem, In the serious category of glossolalia, the vocalizations
are  not  rapid,  hesitation  pauses  are  present,  and  the  intonation
pattern is more variable and dramatic.

Experience with our subjects has revealed that one individual
can move along the continuum from the 11 playful" to the more
"serious"  categories  as  the  need  arises.  In  both  categories,  the
utterances  may  be  produced  volitionally  and  with  intention.
However,  as  glossolalia  becomes  more  and  more  a  part  of  an
individual's  life  style,  he  may  occasionally  use  it  with  out
awareness just as he might blink his eyes or tap his fingers without
total awareness and volition.

5F. Conceptual Framework for Glossolalia:
As a form of learned, organized vocal behavior, glossolalia can

be conceptualized as arising in internal cognition and then being
externalized as audible speech. Earlier in the paper I described the
linguistic  model  of  transformation  from  language  to  speech.
However, that model does not deal with the cognitive mechanisms
involved. In cognitive terms, glossolalia appears to be a borderline
phenomenon between inner speech and external speech.

Inner  speech  was  first  described  by  Plato  as  thinking  to
oneself".67  It  is  characterized  by  the  articulation  of  inaudible
sounds by means  of  which we think to  ourselves.  We use  it  to
prepare for and to precede external speech, to mediate tasks and to
express a variety of motivational or affective states.29.108 Inner
speech is believed to be characterized by a reduction in phonemes,
by  increased  fragmentation  of  language  structure  and  by
underdevelopment and incompleteness of thought. Zbinkin108 has



pointed out that  the flow of thought of inner speech changes is
rapid.  This  inner  speech  is  fragmented,  underdeveloped  and
incomplete so that, if externalized, would be exteremely difficult to
understand.

Developmentally, Vygotsky99 has postulated that in the normal
maturation of children, there is a gradual transition from verbalized
private or egocentric speech to whispered and then to inner speech.
Private or egocentric speech of children is the precursor of inner
speech which is often quite expressive and may be characterized
by endless repeating real or nonsense words. It is this function of
inner speech which adults use when they contrive neologisms or
nonsense words to express themselves more poignantly.

Inner speech may also subserve emotional needs. The "thought"
that  is  brought  into  awareness  and  elaborated  on  through  the
process or vehicle of inner speech may be strongly affect laden.
David Rapaport80 has pointed out that part of the drive state or
tension experienced on the unconscious level can be discharged or
reduced by bringing memory traces to perceptual awarenesses-that
is, through bringing ideas into consciousness. As Lord Brain has
pointed out, 11 thinking is strongly emotional and may indeed be
pursued for its emotional value." Next, not only are memory traces
laden  with  emotion,  but  the  vehicles  through  which  they  are
carried,  i.e.,  inner  speech,  also  carry  an  emotional  message.  In
addition to the affect  in the thought  of inner speech are certain
qualities  which  convey  emotions  which  are  very  much  like
suprasegmental  or  intonational  features  of  vocalization.  We
experience this characteristic of inner speech daily when we ask
ourselves questions, raise doubts, or express anger as we speak to
ourselves  without  ever  externalizing  or  making  the  utterances
audible to others.

External  speech  may  or  may  not  be  connected  with  inner
speech.  Usually  it  is,  but  not  every  act  of  speaking  is  a
manifestation of thought. Speech, as in automatic speech, may be a
reproduction of ready made results of cognitive activity with little
or  no  thinking  required  to  produce  the  utterance.3  Russian
psychologists  have  studied  automatic  externalized  utterances  in
relation to inner speech.90,108 They find that  if  individuals  are



asked  to  repeat  nonsense  words  and  simultaneously  carry  out
mental tasks (engaging the inner speech mechanism), the mental
tasks  are  dealt  with  inefficiently  at  first,  but  as  the  individual's
production of these words becomes more and more automatic, he
becomes  more  and  more  efficient  at  simultaneous  mental  tasks
unrelated to the utterances. Thus, as the speech material becomes
more automatic, less cortical involvement is necessary and inner
speech is gradually restored.

From  the  theory  just  reviewed,  a  conceptual  model  of  the
transition from thought to speech can be formulated as follows: A
residue of previous experience, i.e., a memory of a stored fact or an
emotion or reverie is first stimulated to awareness. Awareness of
thought may take the form of either visual or language patterns. If
language  is  the  vehicle,  the  material  brought  into  awareness  is
organized  on  the  sememic,  level  and  proceeds  through  the
language subcode, through the phonemic matrix, to inner speech.
Simultaneously, emotional tone, mood, etc., may be superimposed
on  the  organizing  thought-language,  so  that  the  phonemic
sequences  of  inner  speech  will  have  an  audiointegument,  e.g.,
intonational features.  Inner speech may be used for a variety of
purposes including task solving, preparation and shaping of inner
speech  for  communication  to  others,  and  for  the  purpose  of
speaking to oneself for a variety of reasons. In the transformation
of  inner  speech to  external  speech,  the  muscular  mechanism of
respiration  and vocal  cords  becomes active  and audible  speech,
capable of being heard by other, occurs. The feeling tone state of
inner speech, can be expressed through other motor pathways such
as  gesture,  etc.  88  The  steps  between  "awareness"  and
"externalization"  may  become  so  habitual  that  they  become
automatic. When this occurs, the inner speech mechanism is free to
pursue thought and feeling states quite separate from the automatic
phonemic sequences being uttered.

5G. Glossolalia as a Borderline Phenomenon Between Inner
and External Speech:

Glossolalia initially utilizes the mediative or task orientation of
an individual's inner speech. When the glossolalic phrases which



have been heard and stored in memory are brought into awareness,
they are  practiced over and over  again in  inner  speech until  an
acceptable form of glossolalia is mastered. With its mastery, the
inner  speech  is  reproduced  externally  and  the  spontaneous
glossolalic utterance may be heard for the first time. With repeated
use of his "tongue" his speech becomes more and more automatic,
no longer requiring the use of the inner speech mechanism. The
verbal  part  of  the  inner  speech  mechanism is  used  only  in  the
initial  stage  of  glossolalia  and  later  in  the  habitual  stage  when
affect  and  mood  states  arise  which  call  for  creation  of  more
expressive words. When new words are not being made and the
automatic  utter  ances are  spoken as  in the serious category,  the
individual may simultaneously engage in inner speech mechanism
with a  number  of  thoughts  and feeling states  while  speaking in
tongues. It is our impression that the feeling tone of these thoughts
in inner speech is encoded onto the automatic speech utterances.
Sociolinguistic studies of individuals who use a restricted language
code in their subcultures indicate that the intonational pattern or
the audio-integument is more representative of what the individual
is feeling than are the stereotyped words of the restricted code.

Alajouanine and Lhermittel describe this beautifully in one of
their patients who bad retained her external stereotyped words but
was seen to modify the utterance of the expression both as regards
speed and intonation,  At  one moment  it  would be monotonous,
although rapid; then it would become faster or slower according to
the circumstances, and altered in intonation, which would become
sometimes sad, sometimes even tearful-sometimes, on the contrary,
satisfying or approving. They further point out that the "melody of
speech"  had  come  to  superimpose  itself  upon  the  stereotyped
utterance. During the use of glossolalia in this way, the speaker is
engaging  his  "inner  speech"  mechanism  while  he  produces
automatic external vocalization. His inner speech is dealing with
an affectladen thought or thoughts rather than just listening to his
own vocal productions. The feeling state surrounding the thought
or  "memory  trace"  implicit  in  the  thought  itself  and  in  the
suprasegmental aspect of inner speech (as mentioned previously) is
encoded  onto  the  phonemic  combinations  which  are  being



produced for external vocalization. Thus, the feeling tone part of
the  "inner"  speech  is  transposed  to  the  phonemic  sequences.
Glossolalia,  then,  becomes  a  vehicle  for  conveying  meaning
through the intonational features superimposed on the externalized
utterance.

5H Intra-Psychic Aspects of Glossolalia:
Glossolalia,  as  noted  earlier,  is  but  one  of  many  motor,

perceptual,  and cognitive functions that  may occur in "peculiar"
states, i.e., behavior which seems to be out of character or outside
the  everyday  expectations  of  society.  Both  in  psychiatry  and
anthropology  these  states  have  been  summed  up  in  omnibus
fashion  under  the  terms  "trance"  or  "possession  state."
Bourguignon and Pettay12 note that in attempting to explain these
phenomenon  in  psychological  terms:  "A variety  of  hypotheses
have  been  advanced  ...  hysteria,  hypnosis,  nonpathological
dissociation,  cultural  learning,  social  learning,  histrionics,  and
epilepsy . . . yet these explanatory catagories are themselves, on
the whole, poorly understood and the argument tends to center on
the  question  whether  these  states  are  to  be  considered
pathological."

In a recent paper, Davidson,20 a psychiatrist, concludes from
his  cross-cultural  studies  of  trance  states  that  psychiatry  must
exercise caution in interpreting behavior which has been outside
the  ken  of  traditional  psychiatric  investigations,  lest  we  ascribe
meaning  to  such  behavior  solely  in  terms  of  our  own  cultural
biases.

In his recent review, Altered States of Consciousness Arnold 
Ludwig ig 61 has called attention to these phenomena as: 
"relatively uncharted realms of mental activity, the nature and 
function of which have been neither systematically explored nor 
adequately conceptualized." He defines altered states of 
consciousness as "any mental states, induced by various 
physiological, psychological, or pharmacological maneuvers or 
agents, which can be recognized subjectively by the individual 
himself (or by an objective observer of the individual) as 
representing a sufficient deviation in subjective experience or 



psychological functioning from certain general norms for that 
individual during alert, waking internal sensations or mental 
processes, changes in the formal characteristics of thought, and 
impairment of de reality testing to various degrees." Ludwig goes 
on to note that altered states of consciousness may be may be 
produced by: "a wide variety of agents or maneuvers which 
interfere with the normal inflow of sensory or proprioceptive 
stimuli, the normal outflow of motor impulses, the normal 
'emotional tone,' or the normal flow and organization of cognitive 
processes." 

In glossolalia we have an interesting combination of 
preoccupation with the thought-speech process which interferes 
with both the normal flow 'of cog nitive process (thought) and the 
normal outflow of motor impulses (speech). As a footnote, over 25 
years ago Kubie and Margolin53 reported on the hypnogogic 
influence of listening to one's own breath sounds, an observation 
which is related to the intense focus of attention by the glossolalist 
on his own voice.15 

In concluding his analysis of altered states of consciousness, of 
which glossolalia is one instance, Ludwig concludes that they are: 
"final common path ways for many different forms of human 
expression and experience, both adaptive and maladaptive. In some
instances, the psychological regression found in ASC's will prove 
to be atavistic and harmful to the individual or society, while in 
other instances the regression will be "in the service of the ego" 
and enable man to transcend the bounds of logic and formality or 
express repressed needs and desires in a socially sanctioned 
constructive way."

Further theoretical elaboration has been provided by the work 
of Arthur Deikman on states of exper imental meditation.21-22 
Although his work deals with perceptual function, Deikman's 
theoretical structure is most germane to the motoric phenomenon 
of glossolalia. Deikman focuses on the process of "de 
automatization of the psychological structures that or ganize, limit,
select, and interpret perceptual stimuli."
The concept is derived from Hartmann's discussion of the 
automatization of motor behavior:



"In well-established achievements they (motor apparatuses) 
function automatically: the integration of the somatic systems 
involved in the action is automatized, and so is the integration of 
the individ ual mental acts involved in it. With increasing exercise 
of the action its intermediate steps disappear from consciousness ...
not only motor behavior but percep tion and thinking, too, show 
automatization . . . it is ob vious that automatization may have 
economic advantages, in saving attention cathexis in particular and
simple cathexis of consciousness in general . . . here, as in most 
adaptation processes, we have a purposive provision for the 
average expectable range of tasks."  The process of de-
automatization is developed by Gill and Brenman:35 "De-
automatization is an un doing of the autornatizations of 
apparatuses-both means and goal structures-directed toward the 
environment. De-automatization is, as it were, a shake-up which 
can be followed by an advance consciousness. This sufficient 
deviation may be or a retreat in the level or organization . . . some 
represented by a greater preoccupation than usual with 
manipulation of the attention directed toward the  functioning of an
apparatus is necessary if it is to be automatized." On the basis of 
the above theoretical statements, Deikman concludes: "de-
automatization  conceptualized as the undoing of automatization, 
presumably by reinvesting actions and precepts with attention. 
Under special conditions of dysfunction, such as in acute psychosis
or in LSD states, or special goal conditions such as exist in 
religious mystics, the pragmatic systems of automatic selection are 
set aside or break down, in favor of alternate modes of conscious 
ness whose stimuli processing may be less efficient from a 
biological point of view but whose very in efficiency may permit 
the experience of aspects of the real world formerly excluded or 
ignored. The extent  to which a shift take place is a function of the 
motivation of the individual, his particular neuro physiological 
state, and the environmental conditions encouraging or 
discouraging such a change . . . the   content of the mystic 
experience reflects not only its unusual mode of consciousness but 
also the particular stimuli being processed through that mode. The 



mystic experience can be beatific, satanic, revelatory, or psychotic,
depending on the stimuli predominant in each case. Such an 
explanation says nothing conclusive about the source of the 
"transcendent" stimuli. God or the ' unconscious share equal 
possibilitities here and ones interpretation will reflect one's 
presuppositions and beliefs . . . the available scientific evidence 
tends and to support the view the mystic experience is one of 
internal perception, an experience that can be ecstatic, profound, or
therapeutic for purely internal reasons."

From the above descriptions of the processes of deautomatization 
that accompany various altered states of consciousness we can 
conclude, based on our own observations and the reports we have 
reviewed, that the uses of glossolalia are numerous. In the subjects 
whom we studied, it is used voluntarily in many secular situations 
to reduce tension and anxiety through a number of thought and 
motor pathways. The playful category of glossolalia is particularly 
used for the indiscriminate motor discharge of affect as has been 
postulated by Rapaport. That is, the individual feels a general state 
of uneasiness or tension or restlessness and not knowing the cause 
seeks to relieve the tension through the motor act of rapid and fluid
vocalization. Glossolalia may be used in this way either 
consciously or unconsciously. One of our subjects claimed that 
during examination time, he frequently would burst into tongues 
and usually was not fully aware of it at first. A similar phenomenon
occurs when other motor acts which are used routinely to release 
such tension (such as tapping one's fingers, crossing legs, etc.) 
becomes so automatic and habitual that the individual is often not 
fully aware that he is performing them.

The "serious" category of glossolalia may also serve to aid in
the reduction of tension. As has been pointed out, some release of
tension  or  discharge  of  affect  can  take  place  in  the  conscious
awareness  of  a  thought.  In  this  category  of  glossolalia,  there  is
discharge of affect through thought as well as through the motor
act  of speaking.  In addition the encoding of  the feeling tone of
inner speech onto the external automatic vocalizations allows for
projection of affect and tension, thereby reducing tension further.



Thus, the automatic glossolalic utterances are used primarily in the
serious type of glossolalia as a vehicle for the release of feelings
experienced  in  inner  speech  through  the  audio-integument  or
intonational features imposed on the externalized utterances. The
"serious"  category  of  glossolalia  provides  a  way  of  externally
discharging  extremely  personal  emotions  and  desires  without
revealing their content to others.

In  subjects  we  interviewed  glossolalia  was  often  used  to
entertain oneself or relieve boredom while engaged in rote motor
tasks such as driving the car or typing. In these and other instances
subjects used glossolalia  to avoid anxiety situations by blocking
out the environment through listening to their own utterances and
thereby altering the state of consciousness. During these times the
individual is preoccupied with listening to his vocal utterances, his
breath rate becomes regular and rhythmical and he appears relaxed
to the point that his glossolalic speech becomes slurred. An altered
state  of  consciousness  probably  occurs  during  these  times.  De-
automatization can occur at any level in the transition from thought
to speech. Thus, focussing on one's own breath sounds as alluded
to  previously  could  alter  the  state  of  consciousness.  Or,  the
focussing of attention exclusively on the glossolalic utterance, i.e.,
the shape, tone, and color of the words themselves, may also alter
consciousness.

in the above instances there seems to be a degree of regression
in several aspects of ego function. Indeed in possession states or
gross types of "hysterical behavior" glossolalia may occur with a
marked  degree  of  regression  in  most  ego  functions.  In  some
glossolalists the regressive state is pathological, although in most
instances  of  which  we  are  speaking  the  regression  is  not
pathological, but rather a regression in the service of the ego.52

In the cases of students whom we studied we were struck by the
lack of regression of ego functions which occurred. These students
were able to willfully launch into glossolalia with little change of
consciousness or associated ego functions. Here we observe what
might  be termed a  highly  focal  regression in  the  service  of  the
ego.52,6L62,79



In fact most of the instances of glossolalia observed in the 
middle-class persons we have studied occurs with remarkably little
regression of associated ego function. The glossolalic knows his 
"tongue7 well, that is it is a familiar object to him. Because of this 
and his perception that it brings him closer to God, his "tongvii' 
gives him security when he needs it. The restricted linguistic code 
of glossolalia, the predominance of vowel sounds, the egocentric 
"playful" quality of the utterance all suggest that glossolalia may 
be a focal thought-speech regression that is highly restricted tD 
specific ego functions. Unlike gross trance states where more total 
regression takes place, glossolalia, when practiced as a speech 
phenomenon, is not associated with any measurable physiological 
changes as determined by galvanic -skin responses or EEG 
tracings in the individual speaker.74 Thus, glossolalia serves to 
"recharge" the batteries so that the individual may continue to 
function, or reaffirm his commitment to a style of living and 
adaptation to reality conflict.

VI. Summary of Behavioral Science Research Data on 
Glossolalia:

1) Glossolalia  is  an  ancient  and  widespread  phenomenon  of
most  societies,  occurring  most  usually  in  specific  religious
contexts, 

2) glossolalia  may  occur  as  part  of  larger  syndrome  of
hysterical,  dissociative,  or  trance  states,  or  it  may  occur  as  a
discrete piece of behavior, 

3) glossolalia  is  not  necessarily  correlated  with  specific
personality variables, 

4) glossolalia may be deviant psychopathological behavior or it
may be normal expected behavior depending on the sociocultural
context, 

5) glossolalia is a form of partially developed speech in which
the  thought-speech  apparatus  of  the  person  is  employed  for  a
variety of intrapsychic functions, 

6) glossolalia may accompany psychopathological regression or
it may be a form of healthy regression in the service of the ego
leading to more creative modes of life.



VII. Possible Theological Implications: 
At the  outset  of  this  paper  it  was  noted  that  most  religious

discussions  of  glossolalia  have  been  polarized.  In  both  early
Christianity  and  in  non-Western  religions  throughout  history  it
would appear that glossolalia and kindred ecstatic phenomena have
been interpreted in terms of either divine or devilish supernatural
forces.

in  some  current  theological  discussions,  attempts  have  been
made to bring in psychological explanations. Almost always these
authors  "explain  away"  glossolalia  as  merely  a  psychological
phenomena to which little  attention should be paid. Now in my
discussion in this paper, there is a wealth of reasonable data which
gives  us  an  outline  of  the  psychological,  social,  and  cultural
contexts within which glossolalia can be and is produced. Thus we
need not  invoke  either  divine  or  devilish  supernatural  forces  to
explain or justify the existence and function of glossolalia.

However, the fact that we have a credible scientific framework
for explaining and understanding this behavior does not necessarily
undercut  its  importance  or  value  to  either  an  individual  or  a
religious group. Glos solalia can be useful and valuable as a media
of spiritual exercise for an adherent. It has certain important values
for  at  least  Pentecostal  groups.  For  glossolalic  adherents  in  the
main-line  denominations,  the  phenomenon  also  has  social
functions although here it often is used in more destructive fashion
on occasion.

Perhaps the most important distinction that should be made is
between  cause  and  consequence.  Glossolalia  is  not  caused  by
supernatural forces. However, glossolalia may be a consequence of
involvement in deep and meaningful spiritual worship. Glossolalia
does not miraculously change people in a supernatural sense, but
participating in glossolalia as a part of a larger social and personal
commitment may play an important role in the change of direction
in participant's lives.

Thus our analysis may suggest that the appropriate theological
discussion  is  not  regarding  the  cause  of  glossolalia,  but  rather



whether  or  under  what  circumstance  the  practice  of  glossolalia
might prove useful or destructive to the goals of the church.

VIII. Summary
Glossolalia is an unusual pattern of aberrant  speech.  A review

of  the  current  research  data  from  the  work  in  anthropology,
sociology,  linguistics,  psychology,  psycholinguistics,  and
psychoacoustics provide a new source of data for examining the
phenomena of  glossolalia.  It  is  a  modification of  the  conscious
connection between inner speech and outer speech, that may serve
various  psychodynamic  functions.  The meaning and function of
glossolalia is closely tied to its socio-cultural context. The historic
theological  debates  concerning  glossolalia  centered  on  etiology-
whether divine or devilish. Such debate is irrelevant. Glossolalia
per se is not a spiritual phenomena, but it may be a consequence of
deep and meaningful spiritual exercise.
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